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1. INTRODUCTION 

Traditional control systems were based on mechanical and electromechanical devices. But 
currently, it has become difficult and expensive to deploy, maintain and operate them according to 
the functional requirements of industrial needs. To handle this problem, information technologies 
and communication devices are being incorporated into modern control systems such as [1]: 
Process control system, Cyber-physical system, Supervisory control and data acquisition systems 
(SCADA) and Commercial off-the-shelf. These control systems provide new facilities such as [2]: 
permit us to work quicker, remotely monitor and control the system’s function, provides safety and  
timely service but in turn, it increases the degree of complexity, makes the system vulnerable for 
opening the door to external attacks. The failure of such systems can be catastrophic; causing harm 
to both life and the environment. Now a day’s Safety Critical Systems (SCSs) are widely utilized in 
many areas such as transportation, aerospace, medical, information system and nuclear industries.  

The main intent of this paper is to concentrating on safety and security aspects; 
similarities/difference between these aspects; several key challenges of SCSs which are identified 
throughout analysis of existing literature on safety critical systems. In addition to this, summarize 
methodologies and generic phases to evaluating these (safety and security) issues in SCSs. Figure 
1, shows reviewed flow, it was initiated to extract the published paper of SCSs between 1991 to 
2016 in International journals, IEEE transaction, Elsevier and Springer using the keywords such as 
“safety critical system”, “safety”, “security”, “safety and security analysis techniques” and 
“challenges of safety critical system”. Extract the relevant 37 articles out of 100 articles of SCSs.  
From this literature review, identified various SCSs such as medical, transportation, power and 
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information systems and their corresponding issues such as safety and security. Further, the 
extracted literature has analyzed in tabular form and report the result. 

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 defined the different SCSs, Section 3 clarifying 
the meaning of terms safety and security used in the context of this survey, Section 4, summarize 
similarities and difference between these aspects.  In Section 5, present phases and approaches for 
assessing of safety, security, and combined safety-security aspects. In Section 6, present result and 
discussion; section 7 present the challenges of SCSs and concluding remarks is defined in  
Section 8. 

 
Figure 1 Systematic review process 

2. SAFETY CRITICAL SYSTEM 

Before considering the safety and security aspects of systems, there is a need to get aware of 
critical systems and their facilities. SCSs are extensively used in various domains such as power, 
medical, transportation and information system. 

Power system is a system of electrical components that supply, transfer and uses the electric 
power. These power control system consequently supply reliable electric power within a 
predetermined time period to critical devices or apparatus, provide remotely monitoring, collect a 
larger amount of information, facilitate network management and energy optimization, whose 
failure would jeopardize the physical condition and individual safety or result in harm to property 
[1]. 

Cyber-physical medical device is wireless sensor system that gathers the diagnostic 
information, monitor the physical condition and medication administration of patients. The medical 
device industry is experiencing a fast transformation, embracing the capability of embedded 
software and system network. The software is a critical part of the medical device, provide high-
quality continuous care for patients, remotely monitoring of implanted devices may help to find out 
malfunctions which direct to longer survival of patients. The failure of medical device’s software 
contributes to the damage or demise of patients [3].  

Transportation control system can be extensively classified as "reactive/responsive systems" 
which interact with their surroundings through sensors and actuators. This software based system 
facilitates transportation organizers with simply monitoring, dispatching transportation resources, 
analyze the accident with the location which is instantly sent to the server so that the nearest 
hospital could be find and an emergency vehicle is sent to the catastrophe zone. The failures in 

Step 1: Source selection for extracting papers such as IEEE, Science Direct, Google 
Scholar, Google and Research Gate 

Step 5: Result 

Step 2: Extracted Data: 100 articles are collected from 1991 to 2016. Enlightening the 70 
paper by abstract basis exclusive and summarize the 37 research paper based on SCSs 

Step 3: Identify the different critical system; issues and corresponding different analysis 
techniques for predicting and mitigation these issues 

Step 4: Analyzed the extracted literature 
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complex systems result in serious loss of material and human life [4]. The aviation control system 
is transitioning to use of the global positioning system for route and precision approaches [5].  

Information system provides the useful information that can be helpful for decision making. 
Currently, with the popularization of the computer and Internet technologies, electronic documents 
have become an essential resource in organizations. The failure of several information systems has 
become the reason for the loss of monetary and human life [5]. 

3. SAFETY AND SECURITY TERMINOLOGY 

Before dealing with safety and security issues of any SCSs, it is necessary that one should be 
aware about these terminologies; its similarities and differences. 

Safety is freedom from catastrophe or losses. It concerned with preventing accidents by 
identifying latent weaknesses, initial events, interior risk, and possibly unsafe states and then 
applying suitable alleviations to decrease the risks to a tolerable level. It is categorized into two 
classes [6]: primary safety-critical software (refers to the failure of implanted software systems 
which causes the failure of hardware and directly threaten persons) and secondary safety-critical 
software (refers to systems whose failure results in hazard in other systems which can cause 
directly human injury or environmental damage) as shown in Fig. 2. Many researchers have 
proposed various techniques that used for safety risk analysis in SCSs are: [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 
14, 15].  

Security is protection against external attacks and interference. It avoids unauthorized 
disclosure and alteration data. Many researchers have proposed various techniques that are used for 
security risk analysis in SCSs such as: [1, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. With the increase of incorporate 
information technologies into manufacturing control systems, such communities have become 
progressively attentive of the potential dependencies between safety and security aspects and the 
need to handle both aspects jointly. Studies [22, 23, 24, 25] focuses on both safety-security risk 
assessment in SCSs. 

 

Figure 2 Critical control system with safety and security aspects 

4. SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCE BETWEEN SAFETY AND SECURITY ASPECTS 

Safety and security, although different, but share some similarities. According to [26], both aspects 
are considered as non-functional requirements, the main aim is to protect. In [27] defined that both 
safety and security deals with risks include protective measures, and generate requirements. 
Therefore, these commonalities indicate that some of the techniques which are suitable for one 
domain could also be relevant to the other. For instance, tools/techniques that assess the hazards in 
safety-related systems, i.e, HAZOPS and FMECA, have been utilized to analyze security aspect 
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[1]. In [28] demonstrates some commonalities between safety and security as security could 
improve from fault tolerant and hazard investigation methods that utilized by safety engineers. In 
turns, safety might be better by the use of fault preventative methods that is utilized by the security 
field. Although safety and security share several similarities, but there are some dissimilarities 
between these two aspects. Safety is protecting the environment from the system and security is 
protecting the system from the environment. In other words, they are entirely separate concern 
defined in [26] with an example, the system may be safe but not secure such as a medical 
information system allow a doctor to directly get the patient records without using a secret key. On 
the other hand, a secure system may not be safe, for instance: if it takes a longer time to enter a 
secret key then the patient may die before they can get their records. [1] depict the major 
dissimilarity between safety and security is the source of risk: safety consider hazards, (how the 
system may damage the surrounding because of system failure or some mixture of accidental 
situation), on the other hand, security considers threats and takes into account on how potential 
attacks may effect on the system's property and its function due to vulnerability. [1, 29, 30] 
demonstrate the dissimilarities in the nature of consequences of safety and security. The risk of 
safety could have a probable impact on the system surroundings whereas security is related to risks 
on the outcomes of the system itself as depicted in Fig.3. [31] define that safety is protection 
against random occurrences (i,e undesirable  incidents) and security is protection against intended 
occurrence (i.e, wanted incidents). In [1] describes the difference between assessments security 
threats and safety hazards. In the case of security, the source of threats to be evaluated are usually 
not well known by predictor and cover a very extensive range of probable scenario. In the case of 
safety, the characteristic of hazards are more feasible and a number of conditions to be taken into 
account may also be condensed to a set that is constrained. 

 
Figure 3 Security vs safety 

5. PROCESS OF SECURITY AND SAFETY ASSESSMENT:  

There are several safety and security risk analysis methodologies that can be used but they all 
incorporate the following phases [27] as shown in Fig 4a and 4b. The detail summary of different 
critical systems, issues and assessment techniques are shown in Table1. 

Safety analysis 

 

Figure 4(a) Phases of safety [27] [[analysis 
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Security analysis 

 
Figure 4 (b) Phases of security []analysis 

Table 1 
Detail summary of SCSs, issues and assessment techniques 

Author, Year Safety critical systems  
(Case study is used for 

evaluating proposed 
approach) 

Issues Assessment 
Techniques/methodology 

Singh and Rajput 
(2016) 

Nuclear power plant 
(Shutdown system 2(SDS2)) 

Identify and addressing the 
safety issue of SDS2 

Petri Net (PN) 

Subramanian and 
Zalewski (2013) 

Cyber-physical system (Oil - 
pipeline control system) 

Evaluate the safety - security 
cyber-physical system 

Non-functional requirement 
approach  

Bompard et al. 
(2009) 

Smart grid Cyber security assessment for 
smart grid 

Novel mathematical framework 
based on game theory  

Kornecki et al. 
(2013) 

Aviation system Analyzed the requirement of 
safety-security issues and 
mitigate them in critical system 

Fault tree analysis 

Schmittner (2014) Distributed industry  
measurement critical system 

Analyzed combined safety- 
security aspects of complex 
mission critical system 

Failure Mode, Vulnerabilities and 
Effects Analysis (FMVEA) 
approach  

Roth and 
Liggesmeyer 

(2013) 

Tire pressure monitoring 
system 

Modeling and categorized 
safety - security issues of the 
cyber-physical system 

State/event fault tree  

Kharchenko et al. 
(2015) 

Field-programmable gate 
array  based instrumentation 
and control system 

Analyzed and assured security 
issues of instrumentation and 
control system 

Used  gap analysis, intrusion 
modes and effects criticality 
analysis technique  

Park et al.,(2007) Functional block module of 
nuclear digital 

Evaluate the safety of the 
functional block module of the 
nuclear digital protection 
system  

Software Hazard and Operability 
Analysis (HAZOP) and software 
fault tree analysis(SFTA)  

Yoo and Cha 
(2012) 

Nuclear power reactor 
protection system software 
in Korea 

Verification of safety of reactor 
protection system 

Software fault tree  

Garrett and 
Apostolakis (2002) 

 

Space based reactor control 
system 

Automatically analyzed or 
validating the safety(hazards 
analysis i.e, unknown failure 
analysis)digital instrumentation  
requirement of software control 
system 

Dynamic flow graph 
methodology  

Shimeall and 
Gill(1991) 

Military flight control 
system 

Analyze the software safety of 
digital control system 

Integrated fault tree analysis and 
timed Petri net  

Goddard (1993) Hughes aircraft Evaluate the safety of 
embedded real time control 
system 

 Failure mode and effect analysis 
(FMEA)  

Table 1 Contd… 

Resource identification 
(software, data, and 
computer operation) 

Determine 
vulnerabilities Likelihood analysis Countermeasure  

assessment 
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Lee and LU (2012) Airlock system of a Canada 
deuterium uranium 
(CANDU) reactor of nuclear 
power plant 

Assessment the safety 
(reliability and failure) of 
airlock system 

Fault tree (FT) and PN (Mapping 
of FT into PN)  

Jiaxi et al. (2006) Cyber security vulnerability 
in SCADA systems, power 
management systems and 
management information 
systems of the power system 

Cyber security vulnerability 
assessment of the power 
system 

Formulas of  probabilistic 
assessment and integrated risk 
assessment  

Henry (2009) Case study : non-automated 
hazardous liquid loading 
process 

Evaluating the risk of cyber 
security (attack: attack space 
and breadth and depth of 
attack) on computer network 
operations on SCADA system 

Used Petri nets  

Kriaa et al. (2012) 

 

Business corporate network 
and SCADA 

Demonstrate security (modeled 
the Stuxnet attack) attack 

Logic Driven Markov Processes 
(BDMP) modelling approach 
(mixture of FT with Markov 
processes) to model the stuxnet 
attack using KB3 tool. 

Hewett et al., 2014 Sensor network of the smart 
grid SCADA systems 

Analyze security (attacker i.e., 
Sybil attack, Node 
Compromise, Eavesdropping 
and Data Injection) of SCADA 
system 

Game model  

Zhang et al., (2010) Mart information system  Assessment of security risk of 
software safety critical system 

Used the combination of attack 
tree model and Bayesian network  

Leveson and stolzy 
(1987) 

Safety critical real time 
system 

Analyze safety, recoverability 
and fault tolerance 

Petri net for analyzing safety 
critical real time system 

Duran et. al (2013) Autonomous ground vehicle 
optical systems 

Safety assessment Bayesian belief network 

6. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

This section demonstrate the result, which has been computed through analysing existing SCSs; 
their safety and security issues; corresponding assessment techniques. The Fig 5, demonstrate the 
statistics for the safety and security issues validated by studies. The 40% studies focuses on safety 
and security analysis of SCSs and small faction of the studies (20%) have been done for integrated 
safety-security issues assessment. The reason behind least studies in the interdependencies between 
safety and security domains is due to its diversity of interaction safety-security, its sectorial 
specificities, interdisciplinary and for its business insinuation [1]. 

 

Figure 5 Percentage of studies for each evidence abstraction 
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7. CHALLENGES OF SAFETY CRITICAL SYSTEM 

 This section present challenges of SCSs which need to be resolved for assurance of safe and secure 
system.  

Different studies delineated the issues for SCSs such as safety [32], software vulnerabilities, 
security, software error, unsuited patching and recurrent update for control system [5]; inaccurate 
specification of quality (reliability, performance and usability) requirement [35], interoperation 
among heterogeneous applications [33] and interdependencies between safety and security 
domains[1]. Still these issues are not completely resolved due to the reason: a) the techniques for 
ensuring the complex safety-security concerns have been slow in development. b) The increased 
demand of societies and industry has made system more complex c)Absence of modular analysis 
for certification d) Certification cost is higher d) Deficiency of openness to improvement and new 
approach  e) Lack of techniques for specifying quality(reliability,  performance and usability) 
requirement of software. f) Lack of techniques that provide a high level of assurance of non-
interference between SCSs. g) An interruption in the interaction between system engineering and 
software engineering h) Security in SCSs; and interdependencies between safety and security 
domains is still challenging task due to its diversity. 

Various incidents have occurred due to the reason of these issues such as a) Between 1985 and 
1987, six accidents concerned massive overdoses by the Therac-25, it become cause of deaths and 
serious injuries (reason was safety issue) [36], b) SQL injection vulnerabilities in the Comersus 
shopping cart 5.09 system in 2005 (caused by security vulnerabilities) [5], c) U.S electric suffered 
by the cyber attack in 2009 (reason was security issue)[34], d) Saxony-Anhalt train accident , in 
Germany , 2011 (software problem)[5], e) Emergency-Shutdown of the Hatch Nuclear Power Plant, 
2008 and incorrectly installed engine software caused A400M Crash,  2015 (Reason was Patching 
and frequent update is not well suited for control system)[5], f) Collision of two trains: Local train 
and Indore-Gwalior Intercity Express in India, 2010 (safety (collision)) [5] Attackers expose a 
CarShark software tool, which could kill a car engine remotely, 2010 (the reason is interoperation 
among heterogeneous applications) [33] and need to specify the quality attributes such as 
reliability, availability, performance and usability of software control system (Eleven software 
companies still face  this challenges)[35]. For that reasons, there is deliberately need to handle 
these open issues for reducing the number of accident and to project a system with high security. 

8. CONCLUSION 

The subject of software control system’s safety and security has profound technical, professional, 
students and personal aspect for the individual; who are involved in research, development, selling 
and are relayed upon computer controlled system. The complexity of the critical system is rising as 
more and more functionality is provided by software solutions. The intention of this study is to 
define the very important aspect of SCSs such as safety and security, its similarities and difference; 
different formal modeling techniques to resolve these issues and phases which followed by 
assessment techniques for evaluating them. In addition to this, this work present the challenges for 
the safety critical system. It is concluded from the review that still there is a need to consider some 
metrics such as safety, security, quality assurance, device interdependency for complete system 
certification due to the increasing in size and functionality of software control system.  
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